Ford manual transmission oil

If you drive a vehicle with a stick shift, you might wonder if automatic transmission fluid will
work in your manual transmission. For instance, say you own a Ford Ranger. The answer is a
qualified, "Yes. All engines need lubrication of some kind. It may use regular motor oil ,
heavyweight hypoid gear oil, or automatic transmission fluid. If you don't have an owner's
manual, check a local certified repair shop or the dealer's service center to find the right fluid
for your vehicle. Although automatic transmission fluid does not need to be changed as often
as regular motor oil , that doesn't mean you can fill your manual transmission with an ATF and
forget about it. It's true that manual transmissions do not generate nearly the amount of heat as
automatics, but over time the transmission fluid in a manual engine will pick up bits of metal
and other debris from the transmission components. So make sure to check your ATF levels
frequently and follow the recommended replacement schedule for your vehicle. Otherwise, you
might not know that your level is low until it is too late and your transmission is making
alarming noises. Here is an example of a chart provided by the manufacturer of the Ford
Ranger. Your owner's or repair manual should have a similar chart. They will be able to give you
a recommendation. Matthew Wright. Matthew Wright has been a freelance writer and editor for
over 10 years and an automotive repair professional for three decades specializing in European
vintage vehicles. Updated November 04, Mercon R Automatic Transmission Fluid or equivalent.
Note: Synthetic Mercon E6AZB may be used in extreme operating conditions to improve bearing
life; extensive idling at less than degrees F, severe duty at greater than degrees F. If
transmission lubricant is suspected of overheating. If you've done your homework you know
exactly why we stock this Ford Motorcraft Manual Transmission fluid. I noticed dramatic
improvements with cold shifts and overall smoothness of syncros. New or old, your
transmission will feel 10X better than before. Cannot recommend this enough. Although Redline
was recommended on some online forums, it did not work well for me when shifting from 1st to
2nd gear until the car was warmed up. If the temperature where you live is always above 50
degrees Redline would probably be fine in this vehicle. All shifts feel buttery smooth and the car
is a pleasure to drive again. We made complaints to the service department and they said the
car was operating normally. Mazda would surely save a lot of customer dissatisfaction. Rating
Required Select Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required.
Review Subject Required. Comments Required. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity:
Increase Quantity:. Quick view Add to Cart. Ford Diamond Washer Kit - 2. Ford NC 2. Quick view
Pre-Order Now. Quick view Choose Options. Transmission oil is a mixture of base oil and
additives with very good anti-wear and anti-scoring properties and good stability against
thermal oxidation. Manual transmissions use a variety of oils: normal engine oil, heavy hypoid
transmission oil or in some cases even automatic transmission oil. Refer to your gearbox
manual to find out what your gearbox needs. Mobil 1 Synthetic Gear Lube LS 75W is a premium
quality, multi-purpose synthetic automotive transmission lubricant designed to meet the
highest performance requirements of modern passenger cars under all operating conditions,
including limited slip applications, while providing superior power transmission performance.
Mobil 1 75W Synthetic Gear Lube 5. TriboDyn 75w90 Synthetic Gear Oil Genuine Mitsubishi 75w
Quicksilver Premium Gear Lube 80W Lucas Synthetic Gear Oil 75W Red Line 75W Gear Oil
Gearboxes, steering gears, gears, and other components of automobile transmissions require
quality lubrication for normal operation. It not only reduces wear and tear on rubbing parts, but
also reduces vibration, noise and removes excessive heat. The additives in the gear oil have
anticorrosive properties, reduce foaming, provide preservation of rubber gaskets. Transmission
oil lasts long enough, but it also gradually loses its properties and needs to be replaced, the
frequency of which depends on the modification of the transmission and mode of operation of
the car. The wrong choice of lubricant can lead to gearbox and other transmission parts failure.
When selecting a lubricant, first consider the type of transmission in which it will be used.
Widely accepted, though not the only one, is the API lubricant classification, developed by the
American Petroleum Institute. It divides the gear greases for mechanical gears into several
groups, depending on the performance, quantity and quality of the additives:. Using a gear
lubricant of a lower class than that prescribed by the manufacturer for a given car model is
unacceptable. Using a higher grade oil is usually not advantageous due to the significant price
difference. SAE parameter viscosity grade characterizes the changes in oil viscosity at different
temperatures and allows transmission oils to be divided into three categories:. Offers faster
shifting and a perfect synchronizer friction coefficient. Safe for brass synchronizers, as it lacks
the reactive sulfur that is found in most GL-5 oils and causes damage. High performance
gearbox protection and longer synchronizer life. Eliminates gritty shifting, even in cold
conditions. It provides excellent shifting and synchronization performance even at low
temperatures. Lucas SAE 75W Synthetic Gear Oil is a non-foaming, super-smooth, long-life
lubricant designed specifically for heavy-duty or high performance applications where other

gear lubricants are simply not good enough. It contains a special additive package that
dampens gears and prevents leakage under extreme pressure situations where other gear
lubricants are simply not good enough. Specially designed to withstand high temperatures
without losing its lubricity. Compared to conventional hypoid gear lubricants, Mobil 1 Synthetic
Gear Lube LS 75W performs exceptionally well over a wide temperature range. This is achieved
through a unique proprietary formulation that provides optimized viscosity as a function of
temperature characteristics along with the highest level of inherent formulation stability,
protecting against thermal and oxidative degradation, wear and corrosion, and viscosity loss
associated with premature shear. It can also be used for prolonged operation and to support
fuel economy. It contains special friction modifiers designed for differentials with limited slip. In
most applications, the addition of special LS Limited Slip additives is not required as they
reduce wear and chipping at high speeds, high torque and high power in racing and high
performance vehicles. It is recommended for all hypoid differentials conventional and limited
slip and manual transmissions in passenger cars, light trucks, SUVs, vans and heavy trucks
where API GL5 or MT-1 fluid is required. Excellent for high speed, high torque and high power. It
contains a friction modifier, which is recommended for limited slip differentials. Exceeds API
GL-5, Red Line synthetic transmission oils are designed to provide the highest level of
protection and efficiency for your powertrain. Red Line offers a complete line of powertrain
lubricants optimized for use in differentials, transmissions, or transaxles over a wide
temperature range. Red Line transmission oils contain polyol ester basestocks to ensure
excellent lubrication even under extreme conditions with high loads and high temperatures.
Their natural lubricating properties provide excellent glide, reducing sliding friction in hypoid
gears to reduce wear and temperatures. Max-Gear is an extremely resistant automotive gear oil.
It is designed to maximize performance and provide unsurpassed protection for heavily loaded
transmissions. It ensures that transmissions run smoother, quieter, cooler and longer without
overhaul. All Max-Gear viscosities are formulated with hypoid friction modifiers required for use
in clutch or cone differentials. No additional additives are required. High-quality oil on a
synthetic basis and modern additive technology guarantee a wide range of applications and
optimum transmission lubrication under extreme conditions. The low viscosity of this
transmission oil also makes it suitable where shifting problems exist. Promotes easier shifting
and quieter running. With excellent protection against wear and corrosion. Guarantees a
considerable reduction in noise. Suitable for use with long oil change intervals. For manual
gearboxes of passenger cars, modern transaxle drives. Mainly in transmissions of VW and
numerous other vehicle manufacturers. It resists the high temperatures encountered during
extended high-speed operation and heavy towing, while maintaining excellent flowability in cold
temperatures. This product combines long fluid life with a pleasant grape fragrance. Valvoline
SynPower Gear Oil is a superior sulfur-phosphorus extreme pressure gear lubricant formulated
with synthetic raw materials and additives to provide excellent performance. It is designed to
provide excellent extreme pressure protection, excellent load carrying capacity, low foaming
performance, excellent corrosion protection and excellent thermal stability protection. It is
recommended for conventional and high performance applications. Valvoline SynPower
transmission oil is recommended for use in axle applications requiring factory filled or drained
and filled levels with limited slip performance. Valvoline SynPower gear oil is recommended for
use in axle applications requiring limited slip by filling or draining and filling at the factory. Full
synthetic gear oil. Ensures exact friction behavior and offers excellent ageing resistance. Even
under the most difficult conditions and with large temperature fluctuations, it guarantees
perfect functioning of the unit. Highest lubrication reliability, maximum wear protection due to
wide range of viscosity. Enables easy shifting and extremely quiet running. This unique formula
also ensures continuous performance by dispersing and holding on to critical areas without
creating resistance, providing benefits in both start-up and continuous performance while
protecting against corrosion. The proprietary technology is a smart material that is attracted to
areas of heat and friction. As pressures increase with speed or load, the specialty lubricants,
combined with active coating technology in the oil, can form a self-lubricating ceramic film in
areas of high load and heat. This provides critical protection that actively identifies areas that
require increased lubrication, and sometimes not only reduces or eliminates wear but can also
repair damaged surfaces. This state-of-the-art formulation features an exclusive blend of high
viscosity, shear stable synthetic base oils and an additional treatment of high performance
additives. Severe Gear Synthetic EP Gear Lube retains its viscosity to provide long-lasting
protection against metal-to-metal contact. The proprietary additives form an iron sulfide barrier
coating on gear surfaces, providing the ultimate line of defense against wear, pitting and
scoring. High-quality full synthetic gear oil. Provides maximum wear protection under heavy
duty operating conditions and during prolonged draining. Improved thermal stability and

excellent shear stability for outstanding wear protection. High additive reserves for extended oil
change intervals according to manufacturer specifications. Excellent cold flow properties. Best
wear protection and best transmission efficiency. Fuel savings even over short distances at low
outside temperatures. Stable lubricating film even under heavy loads. Exceptional corrosion
protection and good compatibility with non-ferrous metals. Lubricant for the 70W80 GL-4
manual transmission, which offers faster gear changes, an improved friction coefficient and
better protection of the transmission. It also provides better cold gear changes and works on
both high and low mileage vehicles. No compromises. Oil for mechanical transmissions of
Mitsubishi cars. The fluid is recommended for a manual gearbox, providing a gentle change of
gears at different temperatures. The Quicksilver brand has been a leader in supplying
uncompromising engine oils, parts and accessories to the marine industry for over 65 years.
Quicksilver is the leading supplier of Mercury engine parts, oils and accessories for the marine
industry, as well as all brands of original equipment in the marine and motorsport industries.
The company has built a loyal following by supplying the highest quality products, tested
through some of the most rigorous environments and test procedures. No aftermarket company
can match the level of research and design that Quicksilver has achieved; buying Quicksilver
means buying performance, protection and peace of mind. Motorcraft SAE 75W Synthetic Rear
Axle Lubricant is manufactured using high quality synthetic base oils and performance
additives to provide improved thermal and oxidative high temperature stability. It helps to
reduce operating temperatures. It has improved wear protection for hypoid wheels, excellent
shear stability and protects against rust and corrosion. Recommended for all road, truck and
off-road vehicles, including all forms of high-performance racing, as well as other stationary
and mobile equipment. Specially designed for use in differentials, manual transmissions, worm
gears, power dividers, compressors, oil lubricated wheel bearings, transfer cases, pumps and
all transmissions. They contain a special additive package that increases lubricity and ensures
less gear noise and longer bearing life. Excellent for use in limited slip differentials. Designed to
withstand high temperatures without losing its lubricity. Max Gear ensures that gears run
smoother, quieter, cooler and longer without overhaul. A direct reduction in drag in the
powertrain has a huge advantage for trucks and other four-wheel drive vehicles: better gas
mileage. Max Gear is formulated with a friction modifier additive â€” no additional additives are
required. It is popular in the rear differentials of the latest generation of Ford trucks and many
other popular models. Red Line synthetic transmission oils are designed to provide the highest
level of protection and efficiency for your powertrain. Red Line offers a complete line of
powertrain lubricants optimized for use in differentials, transmissions or transaxles over a wide
temperature range. Full synthetic Valvoline SynPower transmission oil is designed for ultimate
protection and performance. A thermally stable extreme pressure transmission lubricant
functions and protects in both high and low extreme temperature conditions. SynPower Gear
Oil is specifically recommended for ratchet hypoid differentials and is compatible with
conventional gear lubricants. The key function of transmission oil is the lubrication of hypoid
gears in manual and automatic transmissions for cars and trucks. It is important to check the
transmission fluid level regularly between maintenance intervals. If you let your car drive with
little transmission fluid, the transmission may shift incorrectly or not at all. It can also damage
the internal parts of your transmission that are not lubricated properly. Unfortunately, you may
not hear any noise or have other indications that your transmission is low on fluid until it is too
late. Checking the transmission fluid is actually not that easy: the transmission is not easily
accessible without equipment, and there is no simple system â€” such as an engine oil gauge
â€” to determine the oil level. Checking the transmission fluid level requires working under the
hood of the car with the engine running. This can be very dangerous if you are not careful.
Contact your car mechanic to have the oil level checked. He has equipment for checking the oil
level and topping up oil if necessary. On some cars, the transmission dipstick can easily be
confused with the crankcase oil dipstick, so you should be aware of the location of your
transmission. Look towards the back of the engine, near the firewall. In front-wheel drive cars,
the transmission dipstick is normally located at the front of the engine, connected to the
transaxle. Lucas Oil Stabilizer can be mixed with any petroleum-based or synthetic oil and is
formulated for petrol or diesel engines. Lucas Transmission Fix is a solvent-free formula that
prevents slippage, hesitation and rough shifting on worn out transmissions and completely
eliminates most seal leaks. Use in any transmission for preventive maintenance. Also in light
manual transmissions to increase shifting comfort and transmission life. Transmission fluid is a
slippery fluid that acts as a lubricant for all moving parts inside your transmission. In an
automatic transmission, this fluid also serves as a coolant and viscous fluid that transfers
power from the engine to the transmission. Different fluids are used for different transmissions.
Automatic transmissions use something that â€” shockingly â€” is called automatic

transmission fluid. Manual: Most manufacturers recommend that the manual transmission fluid
should be changed every 30, to 60, miles. For heavy-duty use, some manufacturers suggest
changing the transmission fluid every 15, miles. Automatic: The service intervals for an
automatic transmission vary from every 30, miles â€¦ until never. The typical service interval is
60, to , miles. Changing more often does not hurt. Manual: With a manual transmission, the
problem is not so much the deterioration of the fluid, but rather the contamination of the fluid.
This contamination occurs over time as the synchronizers, bearings and gears in the
transmission wear out. The resulting metal particles then float around in the lubricant. In
addition, we all know that oil with microscopic metal particles in it does not lubricate as well as
clean oil. Therefore, if these contaminants are not drained off, they shorten the life of your
gearbox. Automatic: Because more heat is generated in an automatic transmission, automatic
transmission oil actually breaks down and decomposes during use. In addition, as with a
manual transmission, the automatic transmission fluid is also contaminated by worn parts of
the transmission. If these contaminants are not drained, they will shorten the life of your
transmission. Numbers of 60 and higher indicate gear oil while lower numbers indicate engine
oil. This means 75w90 and 80w90 are both gear oil. The 75w90 gear oil is used under extreme
pressure conditions and is recommended for limited-slip differentials and for use in colder
climates. Used in heavy duty manual transmissions, final drives and axles, high temperatures
will not effect the heavy film left by this oil. Accordingly with SAE, oils are divided into types
depending on the viscosity index. In temperate climates, it is advisable to choose greases such
as 75w85, 80w90, 75w For hot conditions, the use of 75w oils is optimal. The 80w90 gear oil can
be used in extreme pressure conditions and as a lubricant for non-synchronized manual
transmissions in heavy duty trucks or buses. This gear oil is recommended for conventional
and limited slip differentials. Information on which type of motor oil is recommended for use in
certain vehicles is prescribed in the operating manual. This inscription on oil means that it is
universal and can be used both in winter and in summer, and the temperature range of its use
will depend on 75W standards in winter and in summer. If dealership says to use 75W oil but not
75W Use whats reccommended unless you feel like shelling out the money for a new rear axle.
Depending on the scope of use, oils are divided into types that reflect the technical
characteristics and the possibility of application in any unit. GL-5 oil is recommended for
heavier gears e. This is due to the fact that the EP package contains sulfur-phosphorus
elements that can cause corrosion of non-ferrous alloy parts. Thus, GL-4 is typically used for
synchronized gearboxes, and GL-5 for axles and gearboxes. For front-wheel drive cars, as
Corrosion control of synchronizers can go against the protection of final drive gears, because
they are in the same block. Just remember that GL-4 and GL-5 are gear oil ratings, not
transmission oil ratings. Between 75w90 motor oils from different manufacturers there is a
difference both in characteristics and in cost. Usually this oil product is synthetics. Sometimes
manufacturers write on the canister that it is a semi-synthetic gear oil. From synthetic it has
only one difference, which consists in a small content of filler substances. I write reviews and
guides, helping people to choose the most suitable technicals and best product for them.
Carnesmechanical is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by
advertising and linking to Amazon. Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of Amazon.
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Sat, Feb Editorial recommendations. By CarBibles Earns commissions. Gear oil is one of the
most vital fluids in your vehicle. The gear oil lubricates, cools, and cleans your differential and
manual transmission. Just like engine oil, it can only last so long before it begins to deteriorate.
Gear oil needs to be changed regularly to ensure the longevity of your drivetrain. Make sure you
check your factory specifications because some brands want shorter intervals while others can
go longer. You should also confirm the oil specification because, just like oil, different car
manufacturers specify different fluid types. When it comes to purchasing gear oil, the brand
matters a lot. While some brands do the bare minimum to get by, others excel at creating a
product that can stand up to more abuse for a longer time. Here are the best gear oil brands
available and which is the best for each specification. Read full article. Honorable Mention. If
you are looking for a brand you can stand behind, Red Line Synthetics is one of the most well If
your vehicle has a manual transmission that requires a Synchromesh manual transmission
fluid, Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for manual transmission fluid. Mobil
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Verified Purchase. Just put this in my Miata manual transmission with k miles. I was getting the
hard shift into 1ft and 2nd. I read a lot of online forums and articles on what is the best and I
have to agree with my findings. This synthetic transmission fluid made a ton of difference in the
smoothness of shifts in my Miata NB six speed transmission vs. The old fluid didn't work well
with the synchros and resulted in periodic rough shifts. The Motorcraft fluid is night and day a
better combination with this transmission. I was skeptical of what I heard about using this fluid
in my transmission, but now I'm a firm believer. My first experience with the magic of this fluid
was in my Miata 5MT. The car was super low miles when I bought it in 36K miles and all the
major mechanical parts were as good as new. Initially, I opted for redline MTL in the
transmission and got a noticeable improvement in shifting when hot, but cold shifting into 1st
and 2nd was still overly notchy and inconsistent. If you're really ripping it and doing rev match
downshifting at high rpm, it would occasionally grind into 2nd. After getting fed up with it, I did
further research and found tons of folks singing the praises of this fluid. Shifting into 1st and
2nd cold was absolutely buttery smooth. Rev-match downshifting at high-rpm is perfect with no
grinding or excessive resistance. I eventually put 35K miles on this Ford fluid and it was good
the whole way through. I changed it again in and I can say that shifting has always been a joy in
that car. In , I purchased my sensible daily driver, a Mazda 3 2. Right off the hop, the car's cable
shifter is very easy to shift into almost every gear at nearly every temperature. However,
sometimes it would refuse to go into 1st unless I did some modulation of the clutch. The car
only had 30K miles and is mechanically perfect. So I had a brainwave and checked to see if any
Mazda 3 owners tried this fluid in their cars. Sure enough, they had, and with great results! I
ordered some again only 2QTs needed and wasted no time changing out the really clean OEM
fluid with the secret sauce. Right away, the already smooth and easy shifting got smoother and
easier. Best of all, my difficulty shifting back into 1st completely vanished. It's just like going
into any other gear now and I couldn't be happier. I don't know what special blend of 11 herbs
and spices this fluid contains, but Mazda manual gearboxes seem to love it. If you have a Mazda
made within the last 30 years and it's got a stick shift, it'll likely see a massive improvement in
shift quality and consistency from factory fluid or even better stuff like redline. That said, you
should still do your own research as some cars do call for specific fluids for a good reason.

Competent forum posters will be your best friends. I hope this fluid stays in production for a
while, because I have no intention of ever switching to something else in the future. I've tried
the original Toyota fluid, amsoil, redline mt90, and this, which was recommended on a Tacoma
enthusiast forum. Redline is quite good, an improvement over the OEM fluid, but is a little thick
and sluggish under colder conditions. Amsoil is really bad; expect synchro grinding and
notchiness. This Ford fluid is top notch in terms of smoothness and getting rid of notchiness. I
never write reviews, but I really think this deserves more input. Everything is true, it's definitely
the fabled unicorn fluid everyone says it is. I upgraded from regular 75w gear oil that the
previous owner used, and it immediately felt 10x better. The shifts are smooth and there isn't
anymore clunking, semi-grinding, or noises. It only gets better with time, too. After about miles,
it feels like a brand new shifter. The improvement from MT90 isn't that much greater, but
definitely noticeable. Gas is about cents a mile. Yeah, worth it for the best. Awesome additive.
My Ford Focus uses 2. At , miles, my transmission was having issues with shifting, especially
when cold. I read that changing the transmission oil would potentially help. I tried mixing
Redline and this and it worked great for about miles and then went back to hard shifting. It
shifts as smooth as butter now. I would highly suggest this fluid and also recommend NOT
mixing and matching different brands. This is an excellent oil and has really revived my 07
Focus. I noticed dramatic improvements with cold shifts and overall smoothness of syncros.
New or old, your transmission will feel 10X better than before. Cannot recommend this enough.
Used to use redline mt90 for my 03 miata's six speed manual. My shifter felt notchy and stiff
until the car warmed up. Then I started developing a crunch going into third gear. I heard that
some miata guys have had success with the Ford stuff so I gave it a try. The shifter is
consistently smooth regardless of the transmission fluid temperature and I haven't heard the
crunch since. Very happy. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. It did help smooth
out the notchy 2nd gear shifting when cold, though it didn't completely alleviate it. Report
abuse. This is the right stuff for my mazda 6 speed mazdaspeed miata It shifts better cold than it
did with the expensive aftermarket synthetic, and similar when hot. Very good oil, fixed my
sticky shifts and popping out of gear in my Ford focus. Pages with related products. See and
discover other items: 6 speed transmission , 5 speed manual transmission , 5 speed
transmission , full synthetic oil , synthetic manual transmission oil , transmission temperature.
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